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Mirko Ž. Šešlak1 University of Belgrade Faculty of Philology (doctorand)



HUMBERT HUMBERT’S SOLIPSISM BETWEEN CULTURAL CRITICISM AND GROTESQUE SENSATIONALISM (OR GOING FROM BAD TO WORSE)



The study deals with not only the most obvious layer of meaning of Nabokov’s Lolita, its controversial subject of the chief protagonist, a middle-aged literature professor Humbert Humbert, becoming obsessed with a twelve-year-old girl and initiating an illicit sexual relationship with her after he becomes her stepfather; but also delves deeper into the cultural clash between the decadence of the Old World, personified in the character of the perverted and morally corrupt paedophile Humbert, and the mass consumer culture of the New World, whose triviality and a different kind of corruption are personified mostly in the character of Dolores Haze, i.e. Lolita. Through the analyses of the various scenes of the novel, it shows Humbert’s gradual change from an already corrupt Old-World paedophile, cynically critical towards the culture he is now living in and not passing up on a single opportunity to look down his nose at it, to a chimera of sorts, an amalgam, incorporating the worst flaws of both worlds, losing his old identity in the process; hence the part of the title Going from Bad to Worse. The unreliability of the narrator is also discussed in the study and, albeit briefly, the novel’s two film adaptations. Nabokov’s claim that he had no purpose in writing the novel is also addressed through the conclusion given through the words of Lionel Trilling that a creative writer cannot be trusted to say what he has done, only what he meant to do. Keywords: V. Nabokov, Lolita, paedophilia, solipsism, cultural criticism, grotesque sensationalism, voyeurs, bad to worse, doppelgangers



Having read the novel, the first thought that comes to mind when faced with the necessity of writing a few words about Nabokov’s Lolita is how utterly different, how infinitely superior it is to both its pale film adaptations (by Stanley Kubrick in 1962 and in 1997 by Adrian Lyne) which will be only briefly discussed later. Most people in today’s modern capitalist society of consumerism would frown upon hearing about2 the novel’s controversial subject: the chief protagonist, a middle-aged literature professor called Humbert Humbert, becomes obsessed with a twelve-year-old girl Dolores Haze and initiates (or does he?) an illicit sexual relationship with her after he becomes her stepfather. “Lolita” is his own private nick-



1 [email protected] 2 Оr seeing if we consider the films Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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name for Dolores Haze, because, as will be explained later, the two need not necessarily be the one and the same: “Lolita, light of my life, fire of my loins. My sin, my soul. Lo-lee-ta: the tip of the tongue taking a trip of three steps down the palate to tap, at three, on the teeth. Lo. Lee. Ta. She was Lo, plain Lo, in the morning, standing four feet ten in one sock. She was Lola in slacks. She was Dolly at school. She was Dolores on the dotted line. But in my arms, she was always Lolita.” (Nabokov 2000: 5)



The first is a girl of whose true self we see only glimpses throughout the novel, while the second is the object of Humbert’s dark sexual desire which he catalogues as a “nymphet”: “Now I wish to introduce the following idea. Between the age limits of nine and fourteen there occur maidens who, to certain bewitched travelers, twice or many times older than they, reveal their true nature which is not human, but nymphic (that is, demoniac); and these chosen creatures I propose to designate as nymphets.” (Nabokov 2000: 10)



It is a novel narrated in the first person (albeit an unreliable one), from the point of view of a paedophile taking advantage of a helpless innocent child. Pay special attention to the part of the passage where the narrator refers to “nymphets” as “chosen creatures” (emphasis on “chosen”). Chosen by whom? Well, our paedophile narrator of course. “How lewd! How vulgar! How revolting! How sick! How obscene!” most of our fellow citizens would say and look down their noses at whoever mentioned it with their eyes full of disgust, suspicion and contempt simply for suggesting such a vile subject as a possible topic of discussion, let alone reading, for discussing children in such a context is the ultimate taboo in the culture we live in. And they would be right. It is all those things, both lewd and vulgar, both revolting and sick as well as obscene, but the point that most of them would skillfully evade, some consciously, others without any awareness of doing so, is their own hypocrisy, for they have no problems being the ready consumers of whatever sensationalist content is served to them through modern-day mass media (be it television, film, newspapers or the internet). It does not matter if it is lewd, vulgar, revolting, sick or obscene. On the contrary, the more, the better, for such people3 actively seek out such content, are darkly fascinated by it and voyeuristically revel in prying into the lives of not only celebrities but also of other people at hand, even (or perhaps especially) their next door neighbours. As Maureen P. Krupski stated in her thesis titled Media Voyeurs in Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita: “Nabokov goes beyond the typical socio-political critiques of capitalism and consumerism by incorporating a media study of the rising popularity of film. 3 А substantial percentage of the populace, unfortunately.
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While many might assume that the novel carries a message about the horrors of pedophilia, Nabokov instead highlights a very different antagonistic force tearing the moral fiber of American culture. The novel explores the increased ease of prying into the lives not only of Hollywood celebrities, as in Lolita’s magazines, but of neighboring citizens as well. American culture is thus marked by voyeurism, from obsession with private celebrities’ lives to the more sinister desires for the knowledge of others’ tragedies or transgressions of cultural norms.” (Krupski 2007: 3)



Let it not be mistaken, the novel is about the horrors of paedophilia, but its purpose does not end there. There is so much more to it, the aspect brought to our attention by Miss Krupski being just as important. We only need to look around and see evidence of this wherever we go: sensationalist news in the newspapers and on TV, video surveillance, reality TV, tabloids, social networks4, aggressive advertising, and Hollywood films, to name just a few. Nabokov wrote the novel in the 1950’s when the mass media culture was just beginning to rear its ugly head. He mostly had to deal with comics, advertisements, magazines, photography and, of course, Hollywood film coupled with the banality of their content (or lack of one whatsoever) and their corrupting influence upon an average individual of that day and age, which in turn facilitated the rise of the culture of distrust and busybodies prying into other people’ private lives. As Maureen P. Krupski says in Media Voyeurs in Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita: “Nabokov’s Lolita, situated in the movement from modernism to postmodernism notes that the introduction of pictorial media has had a reductionist effect on individuals, creating consumers in a mass market rather than creative individuals.” (Krupski 2007: 6)



She goes on a few pages later: “With the rise in consumption of photography and cinema, most people become accustomed to looking at pictures of people rather than reading about them; imagination became less necessary, and the majority of the population became a mass of gazers and onlookers rather than active participants.” (Krupski 2007: 20)



If he could see the amount of everyday surveillance, the tyranny of the media and the social pressure towards unimaginative conformity and uniformity we are forced to live with today, Nabokov would be flabbergasted, but probably not too surprised, for it becomes obvious that he at least had an inkling of what was to come once the reader has read the following passage from “Lolita” describing Humbert’s and Lolita’s stay in a “wary” (Nabokov 2000: 138) motel during their second road trip, having left Beardsley, where they were “welcomed” (Nabokov 2000: 138) “by means of inscriptions that read” (Nabokov 2000: 138): 4 If it is not posted on Facebook, Tweeter or Instagram, it is almost as if it never happened. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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“We wish you feel at home while here. All equipment was carefully checked upon your arrival. Your license number is on record here. Use hot water sparingly. We reserve the right to eject without notice any objectionable person. Do not throw waste material of any kind into the toilet bowl. Thank you. Call again. The Management. P.S. We consider our guests the Finest People in the World.” (Nabokov 2000: 139)



If that is not hypocrisy in its purest form, what is? Maureen P. Krupski sums it up beautifully in her thesis: “Surveillance becomes apparent in Humbert and Lolita’s hotel visits which are supposedly anonymous and private places of temporary domicile. The almost schizophrenic attitude of the management in the above statement illustrates the hypocritical attitudes of a culture of distrust.” (Krupski 2007: 11-12)



Such a society has a tendency to try and change the society’s members from free-thinking individuals with a critical mind and a healthy dose of imagination into uniform passive consumers accepting everything at face value, completely superficial, both unable and unwilling to concern themselves with anything deeper than their simple day-to-day existence filled with superficial and often sensationalist distractions provided for them by that very same society in order to pacify them, make them harmless and willing to conform to their preordained role of just another “happy” screw or bolt in the vast machine of consumer capitalism, perfectly content with what they have become. Such people are perfectly unable to see any deeper meaning in Nabokov’s Lolita past the fact that the narrator is a deeply disturbed individual, to say the least. Fortunately, not everyone belongs to “such people” and there are still individuals who can see the underlying layer of irony and satire aimed at criticising the happy mindlessness of a consumerist culture, of people unable to see the bars of their own prison while being made fun of by the narrator of the novel without even realising they are being ridiculed. As John Fiske says in Understanding Popular Culture: “In the consumer society of late capitalism, everyone is a consumer. Consumption is the only way of obtaining the resources for life, whether these resources be material-functional (food, clothing, transport), or semioticcultural (the media, education, language).” (Fiske 1989: 34)



Yes, we are all consumers, but it does not mean that we must conform completely and be blind to the bars of our prison. Uniformity is the ideal of consumerism, but it does not have to be our own. We may not be able to change the system, but it does not mean we should not resist its influence, preserve our individuality by retaining the awareness of what is going on around us. As Fiske further states in Understanding Popular Culture, we should marshal the art of “making do”, become “guerrillas”: 50
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“Guerrillas may not be able to accumulate what they win, but what they do keep is their status as guerrillas. Their maneuvers are the ancient art of “making do”, of constructing our space within and against their place, of speaking our meanings with their language.” (Fiske 1989: 36)



Therefore, rather unconventionally, let us start not with the beginning of the novel, but with the very end, the afterword of the novel, Nabokov’s On a book entitled Lolita. Even though Nabokov openly states at the beginning of the afterword that he happens to be “the kind of author who in starting to work on a book has no other purpose than to get rid of that book” (Nabokov 2000: 207), meaning that such a quest by “Teachers of Literature” (Nabokov 2000: 207) for his purpose in writing the book greatly amuses him, the underlying meaning and satirical criticism can clearly be seen when he states in the following paragraph that the initial inspiration for the novel came while he was still living in France in 1939 or 1940 from a newspaper story about an ape whom a scientist had managed to teach how to draw: “As far as I can recall, the initial shiver of inspiration was somehow prompted by a newspaper story about an ape in the Jardin des Plantes, who, after months of coaxing by a scientist, produced the first drawing ever charcoaled by an animal: this sketch showed the bars of the poor creature’s cage.”5 (Nabokov 2000: 207)



If an ape can see the bars of his prison and yearn for freedom, why should a human individual relinquish his right to do the same? Because it is easier? The right thing to do is more often than not the harder of the two. Nabokov also uses this source of inspiration in the novel when Humbert alludes to himself as an ape in the scene where Lolita is sitting in his lap in his room in Ramsdale and he has already fallen under her spell, drawn the bars of his own prison so to speak6: “All at once I knew I could kiss her throat or the wick of her mouth with perfect impunity. I knew she would let me do so, and even close her eyes as Hollywood teaches. A double vanilla with hot fudge – hardly more unusual than that. I cannot tell my learned reader (whose eyebrows, I suspect, have by now travelled all the way to the back of his bald head), I cannot tell him how the knowledge came to me; perhaps my ape-ear had unconsciously caught some slight change in the rhythm of her respiration – for now she was not really looking at my scribble, but waiting with curiosity and composure – oh, my limpid nymphet! – for the glamorous lodger to do what he was dying to do. A modern child, an avid reader of movie magazines, an expert in dreamslow close-ups, might not think it too strange.” (Nabokov 2000: 31-32) 5 In one of his TV interviews about Lolita, Nabokov states that Humbert is his own “baboon” constantly “drawing and redrawing the bars of his cage” throughout the length of the novel. https:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ldpj_5JNFoA 6 Over the prison bars of his old, corrupted, European, paedophilic self, he superimposes another layer of corruption, the prison bars of a media obsessed consumer culture. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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Aside from portraying Humbert as an animal, an ape, imprisoned and tormented by a passion he cannot control (or he chooses not to), this passage also subtly shows us that the object of his passion and perverted desire cannot be a real person (Dolores Haze), but an imaginary character (Lolita), an image of a perfect consumer, which makes it easier for Humbert to remorselessly abuse his victim seeing only her body, for her personality or her pain are of no consequence to him. He presents her to the reader from his point of view, the way he wants her to be seen. While reading this passage, an uncritical reader might easily miss two very important points: one is an ironical criticism of consumer capitalism through the portrayal of Lolita7; the other is the ridicule addressed at the very reader, unknowingly participating in the spectacle and expecting more “juicy” details. The reader (in parentheses) is portrayed as probably a middle-aged, “bald” man whose eyes have gone to the back of his head with expectation, a perfect image of a voyeur, and as perverted as the narrator. In modern-day society, one only needs to remember the consumers of, for instance, reality TV to see the parallel. There also might have been another possible real-life source of inspiration for the character of Lolita, the case of the elevenyear-old Sally Horner whose story bears certain superficial similarities to the plot of Nabokov’s Lolita: “In 1948, the eleven-year-old Horner stole a 5-cent notebook from a store in Camden, New Jersey. Frank La Salle, a fifty-year-old mechanic, caught her stealing, told her that he was an FBI agent, and threatened to send her to “a place for girls like you”. Then he abducted the girl and spent twentyone months traveling with her over different American states during which period he is thought to have raped her repeatedly. While attending school in Dallas, Texas, she confided her secret to a friend. Later she escaped from La Salle, and phoned her sister home, asking her to send the FBI. When arrested on March 22nd, 1950 in San Jose, California, La Salle claimed that he was Florence’s father.”8



Sally Horner’s abduction is explicitly mentioned in one of Humbert’s lines, after his return to Ramsdale, having visited Lolita, and just before his murder of Clare Quilty, when he accidentally encounters a lady he was acquainted with during his Ramsdale days: “Had I done to Dolly, perhaps, what Frank La Salle, a fifty-year-old mechanic, had done to eleven-year-old Sally Horner in 1948?”9 (Nabokov 2000: 193) 7 Contrasting the Old World and the New World, both corrupt in their own way: the New World through the triviality of its consumer culture embodied in Lolita, the Old World through the decadence and decay embodied in a paedophile such as Humbert (and Gaston later on). 8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence_Sally_Horner 9 While one may expect something like this as a possibility from an uncultured American mechanic, it becomes doubly horrible to see it perpetrated by an Old-World scholar, which only goes to show that both the Old and the New World cultures offer equal opportunities for corruption and perversion of one’s inner self.
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Nabokov also expounds on the problems he faced and a myriad of publishers he went through before he managed to publish Lolita in the USA. He mentions the expected viewpoint of most publishers that Lolita is a lewd, pornographic novel and not a very good one for it lacks all the pornographic clichés (one of the publishers never even got to the end of the novel, for it was too boring), which is obvious in Nabokov’s words: “Thus, in pornographic novels, action has to be limited to the copulation of clichés. Style, structure, imagery should never distract the reader from his tepid lust.” (Nabokov 2000: 209)



The comment simply reeks with criticism of voyeuristic tendencies in American culture. He continues using the same cynical tone when he states: “Their refusal to buy the book was based not on my treatment of the theme, but on the theme itself, for there are at least three themes which are utterly taboo as far as most American publishers are concerned. The two others are: a Negro-White marriage which is a complete and glorious success resulting in lots of children and grandchildren; and the total atheist who lives a happy and useful life, and dies in his sleep at the age of 106.”10 (Nabokov 2000: 209)



In her thesis Nabokov’s Dark American Dream: Pedophilia, Poe and Postmodernism in Lolita, Heather Menzies Jones catches the essence and the spirit of the previously mentioned Nabokov’s words: “Notice that Nabokov states that it is the American publishing system that has the moral scruples to hold back (at least in the 1950’s) texts that would offend tastes of the reading public. Ironies pile up upon ironies.” (Menzies Jones 1995: 12)



What draws special attention however, is the comment of another publisher who “regretted there were no good people in the book.” (Nabokov 2000: 209) Of course there are no “good people”. Firstly, it is impossible to see people in terms of black and white, except in a Hollywood feature where it is clear from the start who the “good guys” and who the “bad guys” are11, while, in reality, people are comprised of different shades, black and white of course, but there is also plenty of grey. The black and white cliché view of the world which can be perceived so often in consumers of such a 10 “In November 2000, after a statewide vote in a special election, Alabama became the last state to overturn a law that was an ugly reminder of America’s past, a ban on interracial marriage. The one-time home of George Wallace and Martin Luther King Jr. had held onto the provision for 33 years after the Supreme Court declared anti-miscegenation laws unconstitutional. Yet as the election revealed — 40 percent of Alabamans voted to keep the ban — many people still see the necessity for a law that prohibits blacks and whites from mixing blood.” (http://www.salon. com/2001/03/08/sollors/) 11 The audience of consumers expects it that way and must not be disappointed. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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culture12 could also be at least one of the reasons why many people who read this novel for the first time fall into the trap of uncritically accepting the narrator’s viewpoint and confession at face value. The amount of rubbish that is not reserved only for film and TV, but also for literature is such that it precludes the need of using one’s imagination and the ability to think critically. People who are being fed that kind of rubbish on a daily (maybe even hourly) basis, tend to forget who and what the narrator is as well as all the crimes he had committed before he started to narrate his story13. That, in itself, is the fact which must not be disregarded, the fact that Humbert narrates his version of the story, which should be taken with at least a grain of salt14. This point is perfectly outlined in Why We Read Fiction – Theory of Mind and the Novel by Lisa Zunshine: “Nabokov’s Lolita, another novel that challenged its readers’ metarepresentational capacity with its figure of the unreliable narrator. Lolita features a sexual predator who tells the story of his “relationship” with a twelve-year-old girl by portraying himself as an ultimate star-crossed lover doomed both by the social unacceptability of his love and by the stubborn unwillingness of the underage object of his passion to rise up to his transcendent feelings.” (Zunshine 2006: 101)



The use of the term “object” when applied to Humbert’s passion for Lolita is a perfect choice of words. He is in love with his own perverted passion and chooses to objectify Dolores into Lolita in order to satisfy his cravings. He does not care about, nor has any interest in the real person, only the body that he wants to use for sex. Zunshine proceeds with the line using fishing terminology, which is nothing but the truth: “Many readers swallowed Humbert Humbert’s ‘poor truth’ hook, line and sinker.” (Zunshine 2006: 101)



Finally, she concludes by saying that because of all these misperceptions of the character of Humbert Humbert, Nabokov himself felt the need to be heard on this subject: “Nabokov felt compelled to correct his reader’s misperception. He pointed out that Humbert Humbert is a ‘vain and cruel wretch who manages to appear touching…’ Nabokov did not altogether succeed in his corrective endeavour.” (Zushine 2006; 102)



Vanity, the love of oneself to the exclusion of all else. If one were in love with oneself that much, one would do anything not to deprive oneself of any pleasure one’s body or soul craved, however dark or dangerous to others it may be. Empathy is just a noun for such a person, devoid of all 12 It is imposed by that very culture. 13 Most of them never outgrow that particular trap. 14 Perhaps a whole pound of it would be better.
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meaning, and if anyone gets hurt in the process, it is of no import as long as the pleasure is still there. It is probably too much to expect from a seasoned consumer unaccustomed to critical thinking to be able to fathom the subtleties of Nabokov’s Lolita. Secondly, as far as Nabokov’s novel is concerned, there are two reasons why the main characters that appear in the novel cannot be described as “good people”. Most of them, including Lolita herself, are perfect images of the uniformity, conformity, superficiality, voyeurism and consumerism in American culture, while Humbert, even though he is still resisting the omnipresent corruption of consumer capitalism and the media, cannot be described as “good people” because it is obvious that he is not only unreliable, but also equally corrupted in his own Old-World way, deeply mentally disturbed, a danger to himself and others, and can only be described in terms of colour as jet black with a sea of grey and a dab of white here and there. Humbert himself is painfully aware of his own depravity and of a monstrosity residing deep within his soul, for he mentions his own handwriting as his “smallest, most satanic, hand” (Nabokov 2000: 26) compares himself in certain passages of the novel to a “predator that prefers a moving prey to a motionless one” (Nabokov 2000: 28), to a spider weaving his net: “I am like one of those inflated pale spiders you see in old gardens. Sitting in the middle of a luminous web and giving little jerks to this or that strand. My web is spread all over the house as I listen from my chair where I sit like a wily wizard. Is Lo in her room? Gently I tug on the silk.” (Nabokov 2000: 32)



The predator within him is hungry and needs to be fed regularly. He also refers to his hands as claws, talons and tentacles on several occasions, which creates a rather eerie picture of him in one’s mind, speaking to our deepest fears. One particular passage, where Humbert regrets not being able to have Lolita pose “naked in the naked light” (Nabokov 2000: 29) illustrates this point perfectly: “I am lanky, big-boned, woolly-chested Humbert Humbert, with thick black eyebrows and a queer accent, and a cesspoolful of rotting monsters behind his slow boyish smile.”15 (Nabokov 2000: 29)



His humorous, witty, cheerful self, always ready for another jest is just a façade. If you manage to peel off the initial layers, you will see him for what he really is and be forced to confront one of the ultimate horrors of every parent; and he is perfectly aware of that. The other reason for not having “good people” in the book is the question of whether or not, aside from Humbert, there are any real people in it at all. Usually, while reading a work of fiction, I am capable of visualising how each character (the important ones, at least) should look like; I can give them faces and facial 15 The only true difference between Old-World and New-World monsters (e.g. Humbert and Frank La Salle) are so superficial that they are not even skin-deep, simply a matter of a “queer accent”. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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expressions, individual quirks, gestures and body language; in short, make them human in my imagination, perceive them as having a soul of sorts, an essence. Naturally, I do not for a moment imagine that it is any success on my part, for I am well aware that it is the success of the writer in creating such life-like characters who seem as if they could simply stand up and walk out of the pages of a book just to take a stroll. With Nabokov’s Lolita that is not the case. Now, the first question is why the previous sentence did not begin with the word “unfortunately”. Here is the answer: there is only one life-like character in the novel, possessing a soul and an essence, however dark it may be, and his name is Humbert Humbert. It is not a sign of Nabokov’s inferiority as a writer, on the contrary, it is a sign of his greatness, for it was done on purpose. In this particular instance, probably a consequence of living in the world we are living in and not being able to escape its influence, I visualised the character of Humbert Humbert as having the face of the actor Jeremy Irons, the actor who actually portrayed Humbert in Adrian Lyne’s film adaptation of Lolita in 1997. The most logical explanation would probably be that I have seen the film itself or at least the trailer before reading the novel, but I assure you, that is not the case, for I have read the novel for the first time some time before the film came out. A curious coincidence, but it must be said that if one was to look for a perfect actor to portray Humbert on screen or in the theatre (regardless of these media being inferior to the written word), one should hardly look any further. Since then, I have both seen the film and re-read the novel. I do not remember much of the film (it was that “memorable”), nor a single face or line in it, except for Irons in the role of Humbert. The only similarity that the film and the novel have in common is that Humbert is the only character with that life-like essence, while all the others are either pale antagonistic extensions of himself like Gaston or Quilty, objects of his desire like Lolita, or the embodiment of what he detests like his first wife Valeria, his second wife Charlotte Haze or her friend Jean Farlow. What brings them all together is the fact that they are “alive” only as much as Humbert the narrator lets them or needs them to be, for their chief purpose is giving substance to his passion, irony and a feeling of cynical superiority over the “culture” of the country he openly detests16 and feels trapped by it, because everything is uniform, the same.17 As he says on one occasion on one of his and Lolita’s road trips: “We had been everywhere. We had really seen nothing.” (Nabokov 2000: 116)



These characters are there to fill the crooks and niches of his otherwise lonely world, for he has solipsized them all within himself. This 16 At least in words. 17 Comparable to a feeling of consuming one’s meal in a McDonald’s fast food restaurant where not only the meal is consumed by the customer, but the customer is in turn consumed by his surroundings; it is a two-way street.
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sentiment is caught perfectly in Richard Nelson’s one-man drama staged in 2009: “In 2009 Richard Nelson created a one-man drama, the only character onstage being Humbert speaking from his jail cell. It premiered in London with Brian Cox as Humbert. Cox believes that this is truer to the spirit of the book than other stage or film adaptations, since the story is not about Lolita herself, but about Humbert’s flawed memories of her.”18



His sole desire is to preserve the object of his passion he holds so dearly and is ready to go to any lengths to achieve that end, even force his cynical European self19 to put up with America’s so-called culture while not realising he is being corrupted, “Americanised” in the process. This double tendency can be seen in various passages of the novel where we see Humbert relinquishing territory in a manner of speaking so he could be close to Lolita. The beginning of this process can be observed in the scene where Humbert is waiting for Lolita in her mother’s living-room in Ramsdale, before Charlotte Haze’s death. Lolita appears in the room with “painted lips” holding “a beautiful, banal, Eden-red apple” (Nabokov 2000: 39). She takes a bite of the apple, snatches up a magazine and finds a picture in it of a plaster replica of the Venus di Milo. There are several important points in this passage; first, the apple in question is “Eden-red” reminiscent of the biblical temptation Adam succumbed to when Eve offered him the Apple of Wisdom; second, the apple is both beautiful and banal reflecting the conflict in Humbert’s dark soul between his consuming passion for Lolita and his cynical view of the banal materialism surrounding him; third, Lolita finds a picture in the magazine of a plaster replica of Venus di Milo, which could be construed as describing both Lolita as an objectified rather than a real girl, and also American consumerist culture as not being a real culture, but rather a worthless replica of one20; and fourth, Lolita takes a bite of the apple tempting Humbert to take a bite himself, thus succumbing to his dark passion and leaving him open to the corrupting influences of the culture Lolita represents21, again reminiscent of the Bible and Eve’s taking the first bite before passing the Apple of Wisdom to Adam. Humbert is being doubly seduced, both by his passion, which he is aware of, and by American mass culture, which he is ignorant of. His monstrous passion for her is more than apparent in the passage where he, in an orgasmic afterglow, after having Lolita’s legs in his lap, utters the famous line: 18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lolita 19 No better than any of his American counterparts, fictional or otherwise, for their perverted essence is the same, only the superficial trappings are different. 20 It also feeds Humbert’s misplaced feeling of cultural superiority, thus feeding his ego and enabling him to remorselessly pursue his passion. 21 It should be remembered that he comes to America already corrupt. This new type of corruption is simply being amalgamated with whatever there is within him to create something new, even worse than what existed earlier. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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“Lolita had been safely solipsized.” (Nabokov 2000: 39)



It is implicit in this statement that he does not refer to the child, but to the sexual object of his all-consuming desire. He makes it doubly clear a page or two later: “I felt proud of myself. I had stolen the honey of a spasm without impairing the morals of a minor. Absolutely no harm done.” (Nabokov, 2000, 41)



It is a continuance of his justification of his actions towards Lolita, the justification being for others, not for himself, for he needs none and feels no remorse. The fact that he sexually objectifies Lolita becomes apparent in the following lines: “Thus had I delicately constructed my ignoble, ardent, sinful dream; and still Lolita was safe – and I was safe. What I had madly possessed was not she, but my own creation, another, fanciful Lolita; overlapping, encasing her; floating between me and her, and having no will, no consciousness – indeed, no life of her own… The child knew nothing. I had done nothing to her. And nothing prevented me from repeating a performance that affected her as little as if she were a photographic image rippling upon a screen and I a humble hunchback abusing myself in the dark.” (Nabokov 2000: 41)



The narrator of these lines is anything but humble. It is just wordplay directed at distracting us from his perversion. The image of the hunchback on the other hand is the image of his crooked soul amusing itself22 in the darkness of his mind. In her essay Lolita Is Dolores Haze: The Real Child and the real Body in Lolita, Anika Susan Quayle claims that: “It is necessary to recognise that Humbert’s primary crime in the novel is not that he allows his imagination to replace reality, but rather that he deliberately rapes Lolita.” (Quayle 2009: 21)



The reader must not let himself forget for a moment whose words he is going through while reading this novel and what is really going on between Humbert and Lolita. Susan Quayle goes on to remind us how widely accepted it is in our global culture to reduce a woman solely to an image of her beauty and an object of sexual desire: “However, to see Humbert’s obsession in any other terms than as a prosaic interest in Lolita’s real physical appeal obscures the novel’s highly socially relevant comment on the commonplace act of reducing women to their real physical beauty.” (Quayle 2009: 22)



One only needs to turn on the TV, open the pages of newspapers or magazines to see all these smiling women, perfect images of physical 22 Amusing, not abusing!
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beauty sending a message through their very appearance of how a woman should look like and behave to be attractive to men. For a woman to be attractive has become the most important thing in her existence. When was the last time anyone saw an unattractive woman in magazines or on TV? And it is not only women that are being objectified. Men are increasingly becoming victims of the same tendency. Everything in today’s global culture is about appearances, skin-deep. Everything is displayed for others to see and no one concerns themselves with deeper meanings anymore. Another passage where we can observe the ongoing process of Nabokov’s “baboon” drawing and redrawing the bars of his prison is the shopping scene, after the death of Charlotte Haze: “What next? I proceeded to the business center of Parkington and devoted the whole afternoon (the weather had cleared, the wet town was like silverand-glass) to buying beautiful things for Lo.” (Nabokov 2000: 71)



On the surface, he is being his usual cynical and satirical self towards the ritual of American culture known as shopping, mocking it and ridiculing throughout the scene. For him, it is “that quiet poetical afternoon of fastidious shopping”. (Nabokov 2000: 72) He is full of joy, for he sees all the items he has bought as potential bribery that will help him to seduce Lolita. What he seems not to realise is that by joyfully participating in a ritual so characteristic for consumerism, he is being broken in, becoming a consumer himself.23 He also mentions “the hotel or inn with a seductive name of The Enchanted Hunters where he was to consume his passion for Lolita for the first time. He was to seduce Lolita while the “seductive” hotel, representing everything he usually criticised, was to seduce him. After the day of “fastidious shopping”, he considers taking one of the sleeping pills he has been saving for Lolita so he could abuse her at his leisure: “Was he not a very Enchanted Hunter as he deliberated with himself over his boxful of magic ammunition? To rout the monster of insomnia should he try himself one of those amethyst capsules?” (Nabokov 2000: 72)



The capsule would relax him and put him to sleep literally, but it is also a symbol of him lowering his guard to the influence of the culture he is now living in. His internal conflict and fatigue with that conflict are expressed in the words he utters just a few lines later: “Oh, let me be mawkish for once! I am so tired of being cynical.” (Nabokov 2000: 73)



He is in constant retreat and keeps losing ground by the day which is evident on Humbert and Lolita’s first road trip:



23 A chimera of sorts. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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“Voraciously we consumed those long highways, in rapt silence we glided over their glossy black dance floors.” (Nabokov 2000: 100)



Everything is about consummation either of Lolita’s body or the American culture. Humbert, a happy Nabokov’s “baboon”, is merrily redrawing the bars and bolts of his prison; the bars being the roads they are using “dancing” to nowhere and back again; the bolts being the various motels and hotels he detests, each a sibling to the other, being essentially one and the same: “There is nothing louder than an American hotel; and, mind you, this was supposed to be a quiet, cozy, old-fashioned, homey place – gracious living and all that stuff.” (Nabokov 2000: 86)



He fondly remembers the hotel in Switzerland his father used to own when Humbert was a boy and tries to compare it to his current experiences, but it is a futile effort.24 It is a contrast between the culture of Europe, not yet Americanised at the time, but decadent and decayed in its own way, and the uniform, highway-motel culture of consumerism in America, which he is still able to denounce: “Treasured recollections of my father’s palatial hotel sometimes led me to seek for its like in the strange country we travelled through. I was soon discouraged;” (Nabokov 2000: 96)



That is the reason why he is still torn between conflicting feelings; He wants Lolita, but to possess her he must immerse himself in the culture he deplores. To accomplish that without being changed himself is next to impossible; hence the reference to the various hotel or motel rooms they are staying at as being: “A prison cell or paradise, with yellow window shades pulled down to create a morning illusion of Venice and sunshine when actually it was Pennsylvania and rain.” (Nabokov 2000: 95)



The night of their first intercourse, in “The Enchanted Hunters Motel”, the prototype of all the others he was going to visit, while never managing to escape this one, marked the beginning of a fundamental change in the way he experienced the culture he was moving through: “Please, reader: no matter your exasperation with the tenderhearted, morbidly sensitive, infinitely circumspect hero of my book, do not skip these essential pages! Imagine me; I shall not exist if you do not imagine me;” (Nabokov 2000: 86)



24 It is where his soul was originally corrupted and perverted through a sexual experience with a young girl whose likeness he kept on trying to find in all others.
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He starts yearning for the spotlight, starts to experience his life and his illicit relationship with Lolita as not only his secret passion concerning no one else, but also as a spectacle for others to see and voyeuristically enjoy, to be able to criticise him, in his own words, with impunity. He will not exist if others do not imagine him. It is his own solipsism turned against him. Now it is his turn to be solipsized. Of course, it does not happen at once. After that moment, he gradually ceases to be a cynical outsider seeking solitude with his Lolita away from the spectacle of American culture; instead, he starts participating in it actively, going to cinemas and banal theatre plays with her, buying her gifts to bribe her and even paying her so that she would let him (ab)use her body. He is aware of what he is doing, but either unable or unwilling to resist. He even starts finding flaws in Lolita herself, for he is dissatisfied with her “present attitude” (Nabokov 2000: 98) of passively resisting his advances, showing a discrepancy between how the object of his passion should behave towards him and her actual behaviour. That is why he shouts to the heavens and his late wife in frustration: “Charlotte, I began to understand you!” (Nabokov 2000: 98)



But being what he is, he cannot give up on her, the object of his passion making him infinitely happy and absolutely miserable at the same time, his own solipsized Lolita. The very act of going on a road trip25 is turned into its own opposite, its mirror-image, for while he is travelling in his cage of a blue sedan along the roads/bars of his new prison, he is trying to ensure the possession of his own little caged bird, Lolita. A caged baboon trying to keep as a pet a little bird in its own little cage. As it has already been said, he tries to do that through bribery, persuasion, even outright paying for her body later on, but he also tries to manipulate her through fear, warning her against turning him in and describing what would happen to her if she did not keep “their” secret safe and cooperated with him: “You become the ward of the Department of Public Welfare – which I am afraid sounds a little bleak. A nice grim matron of the Miss Phalen type, but more rigid and not a drinking woman, will take away your lipstick and fancy clothes. No more gadding about! ... While I stand gripping the bars, you, happy neglected child, will be given a choice between various dwelling places, all more or less the same, the correctional school, the reformatory, the juvenile detention home, or one of those admirable girls’ protectories where you knit things, and sing hymns, and have rancid pancakes on Sundays.” (Nabokov 2000: 99)



He uses her greatest fears to frighten her into submission, namely isolating her from all the commodities of a consumer culture. For the embodiment of such a culture, “a great user of roadside facilities” (Nabokov 25 Which usually symbolises the freedom Americans claim is at the core of their culture. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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2000: 100) as Humbert calls her, could there be a worse fate? His need to keep her caged, to possess her, is best felt in his following statement upon coming to Beardsley and looking for a house to rent: “I really did not mind where to dwell provided I could lock my Lolita up somewhere;” (Nabokov 2000: 116)



To avoid suspicion as well as for Lolita to receive some formal education, Humbert enrolls her in Beardsley School for girls, at Beardsley College, a perfect environment for Lolita, where education itself is given the task of teaching and promoting the “values” of consumerism. In the words of Gaston Godin, one of Humbert’s doppelgangers we meet in Beardsley, it is a school “where girls are taught, as he put it with a foreigner’s love for such things: not to spell very well, but to smell very well.” (Nabokov 2000: 116) Humbert’s usual cynical self cannot help but add: “I don’t think they achieved even that.” (Nabokov 2000: 116) Little did he know that the roof of his carefully constructed microcosm would soon come crashing down on him with Beardsley School for girls playing an indirect, but a significant part in it. That he had, figuratively speaking, come straight to the lion’s den is obvious in his initial interview with headmistress Pratt: “We are not so much concerned, Mr. Humbird, with having our students become bookworms or be able to reel off all the capitals of Europe which nobody knows anyway, or learn by heart the dates of forgotten battles. What we are concerned with is the adjustment of the child to group life. This is why we stress the four D’s: Dramatics, Dance, Debating and Dating.” (Nabokov 2000: 116)



The fact that she cannot even remember his name is not only because his European identity is irrelevant to her as well as to the entire American culture26, it is also because he is gradually losing that same identity and appropriating more and more of the American one; he is being Americanised.27 This is not his last interview with her and the pressure keeps growing. There is another one where he succumbs to the increasing pressure he feels on all sides and gives his approval for Lolita’s taking part in a school play titled The Enchanted Hunters, as well as her meeting and dating boys. His only refuge are the games of chess with Gaston Godin who poses no threat to him: “A word about Gaston Godin. The main reason why I enjoyed – or at least tolerated with relief – his company was the spell of absolute security that his ample person cast on my secret.” (Nabokov 2000: 119)



26 Who needs to know anything about the capitals of the Old World when we have the New World? 27 Keeping the worst of his former self while acquiring the worst of the new.
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Humbert does not appreciate Gaston much, but feels a certain closeness to him, for they are both European, scholars, both sharing a similar cynical view of American culture and they are both paedophiles28. Nevertheless, there is no feeling of threat for Gaston likes boys, for “he knew by name all the small boys in our vicinity” (Nabokov 2000: 119); he is a doppelganger of Humbert, albeit harmless to him, unlike Quilty who is a very real threat. Humbert is fighting a losing battle: “I am now faced with the distasteful task of recording a definite drop in Lolita’s morals. If her share in the ardors she kindled had never amounted to much, neither had pure lucre ever come to the fore.” (Nabokov 2000: 120)



Lolita is slowly slipping from his grasp and, unknown to Humbert, has started, behind his back, another illicit relationship with the playwright Quilty, the writer of The Enchanted Hunters, who, apart from being a paedophile himself, is everything Humbert is not. He is Humbert’s mirror image, his antagonistic doppelganger. In her study, Lolita and the Genre of the Literary Double: Does Quilty Really Exist? Priscilla Meyer mentions this: “Humbert’s narrative moves from denying his resemblance to Quilty to recognizing it to merging with him. (…) The plot involves the pursuit both of and by the elusive double, and a final confrontation in which one destroys the other, a scene always as ambiguous as the existence of the double itself.” (Meyer 2009: 7)



With the pressure growing, Humbert becomes more restless and paranoid by the day and finally makes a desperate move; in an attempt to save himself and what he thinks he has with Lolita, he takes her out of school and they embark on another road-trip. Unfortunately for him, it is already too late. There is nowhere to go and nowhere to run, the pages describing the journey full of Humbert’s paranoia and a feeling of persecution. However, are we right in calling it paranoia if the persecution is real? Unknown to Humbert, Lolita has told Quilty everything about Humbert’s escape plan (for he is trying to run away) and Quilty is always one step behind Humbert, almost literally breathing down his neck in his “Aztec Red Convertible” (Nabokov 2000: 143), the image serving to emphasise the contrast between Quilty in his flashy car made to draw attention and cause envy, and Humbert in his humble and inconspicuous blue sedan. The New World is catching up to and running over the Old World and all attempts of resistance on Humbert’s part are proving futile: “What was happening was a sickness, a cancer, that could not be helped.” (Nabokov 2000: 144)



28 There is obviously at least some truth in the proverbial saying: “It takes one to know one.” Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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Priscilla Meyer also speaks of this in her study: “Quilty, whom Humbert depicts as a shameless pornographer and secondrate playwright, embodies the pedophilic lust Humbert tries to deny, while travestying Humbert’s vision of himself as artist. (…) In the context of the double tale, Humbert’s very recognition of Quilty’s identity itself constitutes Humbert’s recognition of himself as pornographic exploiter of Lolita and false artist who superimposes art on reality.” (Meyer 2009: 8)



The first chance she gets, Lolita flees with Quilty leaving Humbert devastated, spending three years searching for them across the country and slowly recovering from the blow. He is doing what he has never imagined he would do; he is intruding on other people’s privacy by going through hotel register books. He has changed, and not for the better. Then he meets Rita, an adult woman with girlish features, but his relationship with her is a complete opposite to his all-consuming passion for Lolita; if anything, it is superficial and reminiscent of relations film characters might have in Hollywood features: “I told her I was trying to trace a girl and plug that girl’s bully. Rita solemnly approved of the plan.” (Nabokov 2000: 172)



This passage has a double meaning; it could mean that he is trying to find and eliminate Quilty, but it could also mean that he is pursuing himself, for he is also “that girl’s bully”. Another interesting thing is the change in his vocabulary; he would never have used the term “plug”29 before. His increasing separation from his old self can also be felt in a passage just a few lines prior: “She had a natty little coupé; and in it we travelled to California, so as to give my venerable vehicle a rest.” (Nabokov 2000: 172)



His “venerable vehicle” is Humbert himself, weary, much as like the decadent Old World, and ready to give in and succumb to the temptations of the New World, “a natty, little coupé”. It is all in preparation for the climax of the conflict between himself and Quilty, the so-called showdown, which is so popular in American films. Humbert never finds Lolita, he has already given up, when she finds him. Suddenly, his passion is reignited and he rushes to find her, leaving everything behind as if the several years that have passed since she fled from him, have never happened. He implores her to “leave [her] incidental Dick” (Nabokov 2000: 185), but she refuses to go back to him, for she has never loved him, just trying to find a way of running away from him. She used to be in love with Quilty, or she thought she was, because it was not the real Quilty, rather an image of a rich and flashy life in the spotlight, just like the ones Hollywood celebrities seemed 29 Meaning “to kill”.
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to have in the magazines she used to read. The real one tried to (ab)use her by putting her in a pornographic film, and when she refused, remorselessly threw her out. Ironically, as much as Humbert had solipsized her and cared to see only what he wanted to see, she had solipsized Quilty. The objects of our desires are always more alluring than the real people they are based on, and the clash between our wishes and reality can be, and usually is, so frustrating. He goes back to Ramsdale to find out the whereabouts of Quilty from Quilty’s cousin, the dentist Ivor Quilty. The rest of the novel might as well have been taken from a Hollywood production with the chief motif being “vengeance is a dish best served cold” or “crime of passion” alternately. He sneaks into Quilty’s mansion carrying a gun and we have our “movie theater” show-down for everyone to see and enjoy. Humbert continues using the vocabulary in keeping with the tradition of Hollywood features when he addresses Quilty with “Guess again, Punch” (Nabokov 2000: 197). Their ensuing fight and grapple is as absurd as any of their like in Hollywood films of the time, completely theatrical, even up to the point of Quilty’s death when he utters as if on a stage for an audience voyeuristically entranced by the grotesque scene before their eyes: “Ah, that hurts, sir, enough! Ah, that hurts atrociously, my dear fellow. I pray you, desist. Ah – very painful, very painful, indeed… (Nabokov 2000: 202)



Instead of running for his life as most people would probably do in such a situation, Quilty plays his role to the end. Theatrics are not reserved solely for Quilty; at gunpoint, Humbert makes him read a poem he wrote for the occasion: “To fill in the pause, I proposed he read his own sentence – in the poetical form I had given it. The term poetical justice is one that may be most happily used in this respect. I handed him a neat typescript.” (Nabokov 2000: 199)



Humbert’s purpose in doing so is lost on Quilty, but mixed in a whole pile of nonsense, he does utter a simple truth which manages to hit a nerve with Humbert and he shoots Quilty: “Mr. Humbert, you were not an ideal stepfather, and I did not force your little protégée to join me. It was she made me remove her to a happier home.” (Nabokov 2000: 201)



Lolita had made her choice, it was not forced on her, although there was not much of a choice to be made. What could the living embodiment of everything a consumer culture stands for have chosen in the first place? Certainly not the poetically inclined and cynical paedophile Humbert who detested everything she stood for while being drawn towards her like the proverbial moth to a flame. It is not that Humbert here is Lolita’s victim, on the contrary. He is responsible for whatever had happened and was still Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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going to happen to him. What did he expect? A happy ending? The contrast between the two could be seen almost from the first time he laid eyes on her and is perfectly shown, among many others, in the following passage: “To the wonderland I had to offer, my fool preferred the corniest movies, the most cloying fudge. To think that between a Hamburger and a Humburger, she would – invariably, with icy precision – plump for the former.” (Nabokov 2000: 109)



Humbert murders Quilty taking his place in the process, becoming him in a way. After that, it is all a spectacle worthy of Hollywood films. Humbert drives on the wrong side of the road while being “escorted” by the police. There is also the proverbial “road-block” forcing him off the road and into a nearby meadow where he is quickly apprehended. He surrenders completely, for we no longer see the old Humbert, trying to conceal what he had done to Dolores Haze, avoiding the spotlight, looking with disdain at everything to do with American mass culture. Now we see a different, changed Humbert, who wants to be a celebrity himself, wants his five minutes of fame while he is narrating his story to the readers and revels in their attention. He was arrested for the murder of Clare Quilty, not for paedophilia and the rape of Dolores Haze. He could have simply kept quiet about it and nobody would have been the wiser. But that was the old Humbert, the new one craves publicity and attention. Of course, he wants to justify his actions up to a point and present himself in a more favourable light, but the impression is that he is doing it only to prolong the rapport he is experiencing with his audience. It does not really matter what they think of him, as long as they do think of and keep listening to him, as long as they let him bask in their dark fascination. One of the modern pop-stars said once that “there is no such thing as bad publicity”. This could be applied to Humbert’s case, for only dark and evil deeds possess the strength to attract the audience’s undivided attention. One just needs to look at the newspaper headlines or listen to “breaking news” to see that it is so. In a way, it is a judgement on our globalised, Americanised, mass culture, which facilitates the fulfilment of such voyeuristic needs, as well as the old European culture it stemmed from. Humbert Humbert embarked on a journey that was to change him completely, not in terms of being a paedophile, he was and continued to be one, but in terms of his nonconformity being shattered and turned into uniformity. As the title of this piece of writing suggests, he went from bad to worse. He had lost his identity in the process, or, to paraphrase his own words, Humbert had been safely solipsized. As far as the film adaptations of “Lolita” are concerned, that is exactly what they are, adaptations. The reason that they pale in comparison to the novel is not only due to the difficulties involved in adapting a novel for screenplay, but also in sheer impotence of the film as a medium to convey the cynical and satirical message of the novel when it comes to the 66
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criticism of consumer culture itself as well as the readers’ voyeuristic fascination with a paedophile’s grotesque story. Seeing something displayed ready-made does not involve critically thinking about it, imagining it. As Maureen P. Krupski states in her thesis: “Nabokov incorporated a literary critique of the rise of visual media in order to highlight the weak points of pictorial media such as one-dimensional perceptions and loss of symbolism or metaphorical meaning.” (Krupski 2007: 23)



Neither of the films has succeeded in transferring Nabokov’s message to the big screen for a simple reason that the directors and producers30 of these films were not overly concerned with the message, but rather with attracting a wide audience and making a profit. Regardless of any other motives in creating a motion picture31, the primary and the most important one is money, which makes it next to impossible for such a medium to criticise the mass media consumer culture, for it is part of it. How can one create a film that will criticise and ridicule both itself and the audience viewing it? Why would such an audience pay to be made fun of? It defeats the primary purpose of such a film, making money. Instead, we have films that, for all intents and purposes, stand in opposition to the novel, for both are designed to attract the public eye through a sensationalist display of a grotesque taboo, rather than divert the viewers’ attention to the underlying social criticism present in the novel and utterly lacking in both films. In the words of Maureen P. Krupski: “Nabokov’s Lolita depicts the possible detriments to culture by cinema and the consumerism of an image-saturated society. The fact that neither Kubrick nor Lyne has truly recaptured the essential message regarding sensational cinema and the prurient interests fed by pictorial media serves to support Nabokov’s original satire… Both adaptations so far only reinforce the message regarding the audience as voyeurs looking to feed their prurient interests through media.” (Krupski 2007: 24)



Anything else that could be added would simply be a repetition of what had already been said. Regardless of Nabokov’s words that there was no purpose in his writing the novel, this novel is going to be a subject of analyses, disputes and conflicting points of view for a very long time to come, probably until the very end of our civilisation. Nabokov may have had no purpose in writing “Lolita”, but books can be compared to children: one gives them life, nurtures them, watches them grow and develop until they finally grow up, leave their home and begin a life of their own, independent of their literary parent. In the spirit of the proverbial saying, “beauty is in the eye of the beholder”, it may also be said that the purpose is in the mind of the reader. 30 The producers are very often more or at least as important as the directors. 31 Not excluding the possibility of there being altruistic or artistic ones. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 62
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In the words of Lionel Trilling: “We can’t trust a creative writer to say what he has done, he can say what he meant to do.”32
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Мирко Ж. Шешлак / СОЛИПСИЗАМ ХАМБЕРТA ХАМБЕРТА ОД КРИТИКЕ КУЛТУРЕ ДО ГРОТЕСКНОГ СЕНЗАЦИОНАЛИЗМА (ИЛИ ОД ЛОШЕГ КА ГОРЕМ) Резиме / Ова студија се не бави само најочигледнијим слојем значења романа Лолита Владимира Набокова и његовом контроверзном темом главног протагонисте, средовечног професора књижевности Хамберта Хамберта, опседнутог једном дванаестогодишњом девојчицом, који отпочиње недопуштени сексуални однос са њом након што јој постане очух. Бави се и приказом једног дубљег конфликта, сударом култура, декадентне културе старог света оличене у лику морално исквареног и изопаченог педофила Хамберта са једне стране и масовне потрошачке културе новог света чија је тривијалност оличена углавном у лику Долорес Хејз, тј. Лолите. Анализом различитих сцена овог романа ова студија приказује процес Хамбертове постепене промене од већ исквареног и изопаченог педофила старог света, цинично настројеног према култури у којој сада живи и који не пропушта ни једну прилику да је било отворено, било суптилно ниподаштава, до својеврсне химере или амалгама свега лошег у обе културе; приказује постепени губитак Хамбертовог идентитета, његову својеврсну американизацију. Стога и део наслова студије гласи Од лошег ка горем. У студији се такође расправља и о непоузданости самог приповедача, јер све видимо кроз његове очи, а кратко се осврће и на две филмске адаптације овог романа. Набоковљева тврдња да никаква сврха није постојала у писању овог романа обрађује се у самој студији, као и у закључку кроз речи Лајонела Трилинга да се креативном писцу не може веровати да нам каже шта је учинио, већ само да нам каже шта је мислио да уради. Кључне речи: В. Набоков, Лолита, педофилија, солипсизам, критика културе, гротескни сензационализам, воајери, од лошег ка горем, двојници Примљен: 5. марта 2017. Прихваћен за штампу маја 2017.
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